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Abstract

Corporate credit rating analysis has attracted lots of research interests in the literature. Recent studies have shown that

Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods achieved better performance than traditional statistical methods. This article introduces a

relatively new machine learning technique, support vector machines (SVM), to the problem in attempt to provide a model with

better explanatory power. We used backpropagation neural network (BNN) as a benchmark and obtained prediction accuracy

around 80% for both BNN and SVM methods for the United States and Taiwan markets. However, only slight improvement of

SVM was observed. Another direction of the research is to improve the interpretability of the AI-based models. We applied

recent research results in neural network model interpretation and obtained relative importance of the input financial variables

from the neural network models. Based on these results, we conducted a market comparative analysis on the differences of

determining factors in the United States and Taiwan markets.
D 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction Company credit ratings are typically very costly to
Credit ratings have been extensively used by bond

investors, debt issuers, and governmental officials as a

surrogate measure of riskiness of the companies and

bonds. They are important determinants of risk pre-

miums and even the marketability of bonds.
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obtain, since they require agencies such as Standard

and Poor’s and Moody’s to invest large amount of time

and human resources to perform deep analysis of the

company’s risk status based on various aspects ranging

from strategic competitiveness to operational level

details. As a result, not all companies can afford yearly

updated credit ratings from these agencies, which

makes credit rating prediction quite valuable to the

investment community.

Although rating agencies and many institutional

writers emphasize the importance of analysts’ subjec-

tive judgment in determining credit ratings, many
d.
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researchers have obtained promising results on credit

rating prediction applying different statistical and Ar-

tificial Intelligence (AI) methods. The grand assump-

tion is that financial variables extracted from public

financial statements, such as financial ratios, contain a

large amount of information about a company’s credit

risk. These financial variables, combined with histor-

ical ratings given by the rating agencies, have embed-

ded in them valuable expertise of the agencies in

evaluating companies’ credit risk levels. The overall

objective of credit rating prediction is to build models

that can extract knowledge of credit risk evaluation

from past observations and to apply it to evaluate credit

risk of companies with much broader scope. Besides

the prediction, the modeling of the bond-rating process

also provides valuable information to users. By deter-

mining what information was actually used by expert

financial analysts, these studies can also help users

capture fundamental characteristics of different finan-

cial markets.

In this study, we experimented with using a rela-

tively new learning method for the field of credit

rating prediction, support vector machines, together

with a frequently used high-performance method,

backpropagation neural networks, to predict credit

ratings. We were also interested in interpreting the

models and helping users to better understand bond

raters’ behavior in the bond-rating process. We con-

ducted input financial variable contribution analysis in

an attempt to interpret neural network models and

used the interpretation results to compare the charac-

teristics of bond-rating processes in the United States

and Taiwan markets. The remainder of the paper is

structured as follows. A background section about

credit rating follows the introduction. Then, a litera-

ture review about credit rating prediction is provided,

followed by descriptions of the analytical methods.

We also include descriptions of the data sets, the

experiment results and analysis followed by the dis-

cussion and future directions.
2. Credit risk analysis

There are two basic types of credit ratings, one is for

specific debt issues or other financial obligations and

the other is for debt issuers. The former is the one most

frequently studied and can be referred to as a ‘‘bond
rating’’ or ‘‘issue credit rating.’’ It is essentially an

attempt to inform the public of the likelihood of an

investor receiving the promised principal and interest

payments associated with a bond issue. The latter is a

current opinion of an issuer’s overall capacity to pay its

financial obligations, which conveys the issuer’s fun-

damental creditworthiness. It focuses on the issuer’s

ability and willingness to meet its financial commit-

ments on a timely basis. This rating can be referred to

as ‘‘counterparty credit rating,’’ ‘‘default rating’’ or

‘‘issuer credit rating.’’ Both types of ratings are very

important to the investment community. A lower rating

usually indicates higher risk, which causes an imme-

diate effect on the subsequent interest yield of the debt

issue. Besides this, many regulatory requirements for

investment or financial decision in different countries

are specified based on such credit ratings. Many

agencies allow investment only in companies having

the top four rating categories (‘‘investment’’ level

ratings). There is also substantial empirical evidence

in the finance and accounting literature that have

established the importance of information content

contained in credit ratings. ‘‘These studies showed

that both the stock and bond markets react in a manner

that indicated credit ratings convey important infor-

mation regarding the value of the firm and its prospects

of being able to repay its debt obligations as sched-

uled’’ [28].

A company obtains a credit rating by contacting a

rating agency requesting that an issuer rating be

assigned to the company or that an issue rating be

assigned to a new debt issue. Typically, the company

requesting a credit rating submits a package con-

taining the following documentation: annual reports

for past years, latest quarterly reports, income state-

ment and balance sheet, most recent prospectus for

debt issues and other specialized information and

statistical reports. The rating agency then assigns a

team of financial analysts to conduct basic research

on the characteristics of the company and the

individual issue. After meeting with the issuer, the

designated analyst prepares a rating report and

presents it to the rating committee, together with

his or her rating recommendations. A committee

reviews the documentation presented and discuss

with the analysts involved. They make the final

decision on the credit rating and take responsibility

for the rating results.
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It is generally believed that the credit rating process

involves highly subjective assessment of both quanti-

tative and qualitative factors of a particular company

as well as pertinent industry-level or market-level

variables. Rating agencies and some researchers have

emphasized the importance of subjective judgment in

the bond-rating process and criticized the use of

simple statistical models and other models derived

from AI techniques to predict credit ratings, al-

though they agree that such analysis provide a basic

ground from judgment in general. However, as we

will show in the next section, the literature of credit

rating prediction has demonstrated that statistical

models and AI models (mainly neural networks)

achieved remarkably good prediction performance

and largely captured the characteristics of the bond-

rating process.
3. Literature review

Substantial literature can be found in bond-rating

prediction history. We categorized the methods exten-

sively used in prior research into statistical methods

and machine learning methods.

3.1. Statistical methods

The use of statistical methods for bond-rating

prediction can be traced back to 1959, when Fisher

utilized ordinary least squares (OLS) in an attempt to

explain the variance of a bond’s risk premium [13].

Many subsequent studies used OLS to predict bond

ratings [19,36,47]. Pinches and Mingo [33,34] utilized

multiple discriminant analysis (MDA) to yield a linear

discriminant function relating a set of independent

variables to a dependent variable to better suit the

ordinal nature of bond-rating data and increase clas-

sification accuracy. Other researchers also utilized

logistic regression analysis [10] and probit analysis

[17,22]. These studies used different data sets and the

prediction results were typically between 50% and

70%. Different financial variables have been used in

different studies. The financial variables typically

selected included measures of size, financial leverage,

long-term capital intensiveness, return on investment,

short-term capital intensiveness, earnings stability and

debt coverage stability [34].
The general conclusion from these efforts in bond-

rating prediction using statistical methods was that a

simple model with a small list of financial variables

could classify about two-thirds of a holdout sample of

bonds. These statistical models were succinct and were

easy to explain. However, the problem with applying

these methods to the bond-rating prediction problem is

that the multivariate normality assumptions for inde-

pendent variables are frequently violated in financial

data sets [8], which makes these methods theoretically

invalid for finite samples.

3.2. Artificial intelligence methods

Recently, Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques,

particularly rule-based expert systems, case-based

reasoning systems and machine learning techniques

such as neural networks have been used to support

such analysis. The machine learning techniques au-

tomatically extract knowledge from a data set and

construct different model representations to explain

the data set. The major difference between traditional

statistical methods and machine learning methods is

that statistical methods usually need the researchers

to impose structures to different models, such as the

linearity in the multiple regression analysis, and to

construct the model by estimating parameters to fit

the data or observation, while machine learning

techniques also allow learning the particular structure

of the model from the data. As a result, the human-

imposed structures of the models used in statistical

methods are relatively simple and easy to interpret,

while models obtained in machine learning methods

are usually very complicated and hard to explain.

Galindo and Tamayo [14] used model size to differ-

entiate statistical methods from machine learning

methods. For a given training sample size, there is

an optimal model size. The models used in statistical

methods are usually too simple and tend to under-fit

the data while machine learning methods generate

complex models and tend to over-fit the data. This is

in fact the trade-off between the explanatory power

and parsimony of a model, where explanatory power

leads to high prediction accuracy and parsimony

usually assures generalizability and interpretability

of the model.

The most frequently used AI method was back-

propagation neural networks. Many previous studies
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compared the performance of neural networks with

statistical methods and other machine learning tech-

niques. Dutta and Shekhar [9] started to investigate

the applicability of neural networks to bond rating in

1988. They got a prediction accuracy of 83.3%

classifying ‘‘AA’’ and ‘‘non-AA’’ rated bonds.

Singleton and Surkan [38] used a backpropagation

neural network to classify bonds of the 18 Bell

Telephone companies divested by AT and T in 1982.

The task was to classify a bond as being rated either

‘‘Aaa’’ or one of ‘‘A1’’, ‘‘A2’’ and ‘‘A3’’ by Moody’s.

They experimented with backpropagation neural net-

works with one or two hidden layers and the best

network obtained 88% testing accuracy. They also

compared a neural network model with multiple dis-

criminant analysis (MDA) and demonstrated that neu-

ral networks achieved better performance in predicting

direction of a bond rating than discriminant analysis

could [39].

Kim [25] compared the neural network approach

with linear regression, discriminant analysis, logistic

analysis, and a rule-based system for bond rating.

They found that neural networks achieved better

performance than other methods in terms of classifi-

cation accuracy. The data set used in this study was

prepared from Standard and Poor’s Compustat finan-

cial data, and the prediction task was on six rating

categories.

Moody and Utans [30] used neural networks to

predict 16 categories of S and P rating ranging from

‘‘B-’’ and below (3) to ‘‘AAA’’ (18). Their model

predicted the ratings of 36.2% of the firms correctly.

They also tested the system with 5-class prediction

and 3-class prediction and obtained prediction accu-

racies of 63.8% and 85.2%, respectively.

Maher and Sen [28] compared the performance of

neural networks on bond-rating prediction with that of

logistic regression. They used data from Moody’s

Annual Bond Record and Standard and Poor’s Com-

pustat financial data. The best performance they

obtained was 70%.

Kwon et al. [27] applied ordinal pairwise partition-

ing (OPP) approaches to backpropagation neural net-

works. They used Korean bond-rating data and

demonstrated that neural networks with OPP had the

highest level of accuracy (71–73%), followed by

conventional neural networks (66–67%) and multiple

discriminant analysis (58–61%).
Chaveesuk et al. [3] also compared backpropaga-

tion neural network with radial basis function, learn-

ing vector quantization and logistic regression. Their

study revealed that neural networks and logistic re-

gression model obtained the best performances. How-

ever, the two methods only achieved accuracy of

51.9% and 53.3%, respectively.

Other researchers explored building case-based

reasoning systems to predict bond ratings and at the

same time provide better user interpretability. The

basic principle of case-based reasoning is to match a

new problem with the closest previous cases and try

to learn from experiences to solve the problem. Shin

and Han [37] proposed a case-based reasoning ap-

proach to predict bond rating of firms. They used

inductive learning for case indexing, and used near-

est-neighbor matching algorithms to retrieve similar

past cases. They demonstrated that their system had

higher prediction accuracy (75.5%) than the MDA

(60%) and ID3 (59%) methods. They used Korean

bond-rating data and the prediction was for five

categories.

Some other researchers have studied the problems

of default prediction and bankruptcy prediction

[26,41,49], which are closely related to the bond-

rating prediction problem. Similar financial variables

and methods were used in such studies and the

prediction performance was typically higher because

of the binary output categories.

We summarized important prior studies that applied

AI techniques to the bond-rating prediction problem in

Table 1. In summary, previous literature has consisted

of extensive efforts to apply neural networks to the

bond-rating prediction problem and comparisons with

other statistical methods and machine learning meth-

ods have been conducted by many researchers. The

general conclusion has been that neural networks out-

performed conventional statistical methods and induc-

tive learning methods in most prior studies. The

assessment of the prediction accuracy obtained by

individual studies should be adjusted by the number

of prediction classes used. For studies that classified

into more than five classes, the typical accuracy level

was between 55% and 75%. The financial variables

and sample sizes used by different studies both cov-

ered very wide ranges. The number of financial vari-

ables used ranged from 7 to 87 and the sample size

ranged from 47 to 3886. Past academic research in



Table 1

Prior bond rating prediction studies using Artificial Intelligence techniques

Study Bond rating

categories

AI methods Accuracy Data Variables Sample

size

Benchmark

statistical

methods

[9] 2 (AA vs.

non-AA)

BP 83.30% US Liability/cash asset, debt ratio, sales/net worth,

profit/sales, financial strength, earning/fixed costs,

past 5 year revenue growth rate, projected next

5 year revenue growth rate, working capital/sales,

subjective prospect of company.

30/17 LinR (64.7%)

[38] 2 (Aaa vs. A1,

A2 or A3)

BP 88% US

(Bell companies)

Debt/total capital, pre-tax interest

expense/income, return on investment (or equity),

5-year ROE variation, log(total assets), construction

cost/total cash flow, toll revenue ratio.

126 MDA (39%)

[15] 3 BP 84.90% US S&P 87 financial variables 797 N/A

[25] 6 BP, RBS 55.17% (BP),

31.03% (RBS)

US S and P Total assets, total debt, long term debt or total

invested capital, current asset or liability,

(net income + interest)/interest, preferred dividend,

stock price or common equity per share, subordination.

110/58/60 LinR (36.21%),

MDA (36.20%),

LogR (43.10%)

[30] 16 BP 36.2%,

63.8% (5 classes),

85.2% (3 classes)

US S&P N/A N/A N/A

[28] 6 BP 70% (7),

66.67% (5)

US Moody’s Total assets, long-term debt/total assets,

Net income from operations/total asset,

subordination status, common stock

market beta value.

299 LogR (61.66%),

MDA (58�61%)

[27] 5 BP

(with OPP)

71–73%

(with OPP),

66–67%

(without OPP)

Korean 24 financial variables 126 MDA (58�62%)

[27] 5 ACLS, BP 59.9% (ACLS),

72.5% (BP)

Korean 24 financial variables 126 MDA (61.6%)

[3] 6 BP, RBF, LVQ 56.7% (BP),

38.3% (RBF),

36.7% (LVQ)

US S&P Total assets, total debt, long-term debt/total

capital, short-term debt/total capital, current

asset/current liability, (net income + interest expense)/

interest expense, total debt/total asset, profit/sales.

60/60

(10 for each

category)

LogR (53.3%)

[37] 5 CBR, GA 75.5% (CBR,

GA combined)

62.0% (CBR)

53–54% (ID3)

Korean Firm classification, firm type, total assets,

stockholders’ equity, sales, years after founded,

gross profit/sales, net cash flow/total asset,

financial expense/sales, total liabilities/total assets,

depreciation/total expense, working capital turnover

3886 MDA

(58.4�61.6%)

BP: Backpropagation Neural Networks, RBS: Rule-based System, ACLS: Analog Concept Learning System, RBF: Radial Basis Function, LVQ: Learning Vector Quantization, CBR:

Case-based Reasoning, GA: Genetic Algorithm, MDA: Multiple Discriminant Analysis, LinR: Linear Regression, LogR: Logistic Regression, OPP: Ordinary Pairwise Partitioning.

Sample size: Training/tuning/testing.
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bond-rating prediction has mainly been conducted in

the United States and Korean markets.
4. Research questions

The literature of bond-rating prediction can be

viewed as researchers’ efforts to model bond raters’

rating behavior by using publicly available financial

information. There were two themes in these studies,

prediction accuracy and explanatory power of the

models. By exploring the statistical methods for

addressing the bond-rating prediction problem,

researchers have shown that ‘‘relatively simple func-

tions on historical and publicly available data can be

used as an excellent first approximation for the

‘highly complex’ and ‘subjective’ bond-rating pro-

cess’’ [24]. These statistical methods have provided

relatively higher prediction accuracy than expectation

and simple interpretations of the bond-rating process.

Many studies have reported lists of important varia-

bles for bond-rating prediction models.

The recent application of different Artificial Intel-

ligence (AI) techniques to the bond-rating prediction

problem achieved higher prediction accuracy with

typically more sophisticated models in which stronger

learning capabilities were embedded. One of the most

successful AI techniques was the neural network,

which generally achieved the best results in the

reported studies. However, due to the difficulty of

interpreting the neural network models, most studies

that applied neural networks focused on prediction

accuracy. Few efforts to use neural network models to

provide better understanding of the bond-rating pro-

cess have been reported in the literature.

This research attempts to extend previous research

in two directions. Firstly, we are interested in applying

a relatively new learning algorithm, support vector

machines (SVM), to the bond-rating prediction prob-

lem. SVM is a novel learning machine based on

statistical learning theory, which has yielded excellent

generalization performance on a wide range of prob-

lems. We expect to improve prediction accuracy by

adopting this new algorithm. Secondly, we want to

apply the results from previous research on neural

network model interpretation to the bond-rating prob-

lem, and to try to provide some insights about the

bond-rating process through neural network models.
Thirdly, although there are different markets, such as

the United States market and Korean market, few

efforts have been made to provide cross-market anal-

ysis. Based on interpretation of neural network mod-

els, we aim to explore the differences between bond-

rating processes in different markets.
5. Analytical methods

The literature of bond-rating prediction has shown

that backpropagation neural networks have achieved

better accuracy level than other statistical methods

(multiple linear regression, multiple discriminant

analysis, logistic regression, etc.) and other machine

learning algorithms (inductive learning methods such

as decision trees). In this study, we chose back-

propagation neural networks and a newly introduced

learning method, support vector machines, to analyze

bond ratings. We provide some brief descriptions of

the two methods in this section. Since neural net-

work is a widely adopted method, we will focus

more on the relatively new method, support vector

machines.

5.1. Backpropagation neural network

Backpropagation neural networks have been ex-

tremely popular for their unique learning capability

[48] and have been shown to perform well in different

applications in our previous research such as medical

application [43] and game playing [4]. A typical

backpropagation neural network consists of a three-

layer structure: input-layer nodes, output-layer nodes

and hidden-layer nodes. In our study, we used finan-

cial variables as the input nodes and rating outcome as

the output layer nodes.

Backpropagation networks are fully connected, lay-

ered, feed-forward models. Activations flow from the

input layer through the hidden layer, then to the output

layer. A backpropagation network typically starts out

with a random set of weights. The network adjusts its

weights each time it sees an input–output pair. Each

pair is processed at two stages, a forward pass and a

backward pass. The forward pass involves presenting a

sample input to the network and letting activations flow

until they reach the output layer. During the backward

pass, the network’s actual output is compared with the
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target output and error estimates are computed for the

output units. The weights connected to the output units

are adjusted to reduce the errors (a gradient descent

method). The error estimates of the output units are

then used to derive error estimates for the units in the

hidden layer. Finally, errors are propagated back to the

connections stemming from the input units. The back-

propagation network updates its weights incrementally

until the network stabilizes. For algorithm details,

readers are referred to Refs. [1,48].

Although researchers have tried different neural

network architecture selection methods to build the

optimal neural network model for better prediction

performance [30], in this study, we used a standard

three-layer fully connected backpropagation neural

network, in which the input layer nodes are financial

variables, output nodes are bond-rating classes, and the

number of hidden layer nodes is (number of input

nodes + number of output nodes)/2. We followed this

standard neural network architecture because it pro-

vides comparable results to the optimal architecture

and works well as a benchmark for comparison.

5.2. Support vector machines

Recent advances in statistics, generalization theory,

computational learning theory, machine learning and

complexity have provided new guidelines and deep

insights into the general characteristics and nature of

the model building/learning/fitting process [14]. Some

researchers have pointed out that statistical and ma-

chine learning models are not all that different con-

ceptually [29,46]. Many of the new computational and

machine learning methods generalize the idea of

parameter estimation in statistics. Among these new

methods, Support Vector Machines have attracted

most interest in the last few years.

Support vector machine (SVM) is a novel learning

machine introduced first by Vapnik [45]. It is based on

the Structural Risk Minimization principle from com-

putational learning theory. Hearst et al. [18] posi-

tioned the SVM algorithm at the intersection of

learning theory and practice: ‘‘it contains a large class

of neural nets, radial basis function (RBF) nets, and

polynomial classifiers as special cases. Yet it is simple

enough to be analyzed mathematically, because it can

be shown to correspond to a linear method in a high-

dimensional feature space nonlinearly related to input
space.’’ In this sense, support vector machines can be

a good candidate for combining the strengths of more

theory-driven and easy to be analyzed conventional

statistical methods and more data-driven, distribution-

free and robust machine learning methods.

In the last few years, there have been substantial

developments in different aspects of support vector

machine. These aspects include theoretical understand-

ing, algorithmic strategies for implementation and real-

life applications. SVM has yielded excellent general-

ization performance on a wide range of problems

including bioinformatics [2,21,52], text categorization

[23], image detection [32], etc. These application

domains typically have involved high-dimensional

input space, and the good performance is also related

to the fact that SVM’s learning ability can be indepen-

dent of the dimensionality of the feature space.

The SVM approach has been applied in several

financial applications recently, mainly in the area of

time series prediction and classification [42,44]. A

recent study closely related to our work investigated

the use of the SVM approach to select bankruptcy

predictors. They reported that SVM was competitive

and outperformed other classifiers (including neural

networks and linear discriminant classifier) in terms of

generalization performance [12]. In this study, we are

interested in evaluating the performance of the SVM

approach in the domain of credit rating prediction in

comparison with that of backpropagation neural net-

works. A simple description of the SVM algorithm is

provided here, for more details please refer to Refs.

[7,31].

The underlying theme of the class of supervised

learning methods is to learn from observations. There

is an input space, denoted by X, XpRn, an output

space, denoted by Y, and a training set, denoted by S,

S=((x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . ., (xl, yl))p(X� Y)l, l is the size

of the training set. The overall assumption for learn-

ing is the existence of a hidden function Y= f(X), and

the task of classification is to construct a heuristic

function h(X), such that h! f on the prediction of Y.

The nature of the output space Y decides the learning

type. Y={1,� 1} leads to a binary classification

problem, Y={1,2,3,. . .m}leads to a multiple class

classification problem, and YpRn leads to a regres-

sion problem.

SVM belongs to the type of maximal margin

classifier, in which the classification problem can be
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represented as an optimization problem, as shown in

Eq. (1).

minw;b < w;w >

s:t:yið< w;/ðxiÞ > þbÞz1;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; l

ð1Þ

Vapnik [45] showed how training a support vector

machine for pattern recognition leads to a quadratic

optimization problem with bound constraints and one

linear equality constraint (Eq. (2)). The quadratic

optimization problem belongs to a type of problem

that we understand very well, and because the number

of training examples determines the size of the prob-

lem, using standard quadratic problem solvers will

easily make the computation impossible for large size

training sets. Different solutions have been proposed

on solving the quadratic programming problem in

SVM by utilizing its special properties. These strate-

gies include gradient ascent methods, chunking and

decomposition and Platt’s Sequential Minimal Optimi-

zation (SMO) algorithm (which extended the chunking

approach to the extreme by updating two parameters at

a time) [35].

maxW ðaÞ ¼
Xl

i¼1

ai �
1

2

Xl

i;j¼1

yiyjaiaj < /ðxiÞ;/ðxjÞ >

¼
Xl

i¼1

ai �
1

2

Xl

i;j¼1

yiyjaiajKðxi; xjÞs:t:
Xl

i¼1

yiai

¼ 0; ai > 0; i ¼ 1; . . . l ð2Þ

where a kernel function, K(xi, xj), is applied to allow all

necessary computations to be performed directly in the

input space (a kernel function K(xi, xj) is a function of

the inner product between xi and xj, thus it transforms

the computation of inner product </(xi), /(xj)> to that

of < xi, xj>). Conceptually, the kernel functions map the

original data into a higher-dimension space and make

the input data set linearly separable in the transformed

space. The choice of kernel functions is highly appli-

cation-dependent and it is the most important factor in

support vector machine applications.

The formulation in Eq. (2) only considers the

separable case, which corresponds to an empirical

error of zero. For noisy data, slack variables are
introduced to relax the hard-margin constraints to

allow for some classification errors [5], as shown in

Eq. (3). In this new formulation, noise level C>0

determines the tradeoff between the empirical error

and the complexity term.

minw;b;n < w;w > þC
Xn

i¼1

ni

yið< w;/ðxiÞ > þbÞz1� ni; niz0; i ¼ 1; . . . ; l ð3Þ

This extended formulation leads to the dual prob-

lem described in Eq. (4).

maxW ðaÞ ¼
Xl

i¼1

ai �
1

2

Xl

i;j¼1

yiyjaiaj < /ðxiÞ;

/ðxjÞ >¼
Xl

i¼1

ai �
1

2

Xl

i;j¼1

yiyjaiajKðxi; xjÞs:t:
Xl

i¼1

yiai

¼ 0; 0VaiC; i ¼ 1; . . . l ð4Þ

The standard SVM formulation solves only the

binary classification problem, so we need to use

several binary classifiers to construct a multi-class

classifier or make fundamental changes to the original

formulation to consider all classes at the same time.

Hsu and Lin’s recent paper [20] compared several

methods for multi-class support vector machines and

concluded that the ‘‘one-against-one’’ and DAG meth-

ods are more suitable for practical uses. We used the

software package Hsu and Lin provided, BSVM, for

our study. We experimented with different SVM

parameter settings on the credit rating data, including

the noise level C and different kernel functions

(including the linear, polynomial, radial basis and

sigmoid function). We also experimented with differ-

ent approaches for multi-class classification using

SVM [20]. The final SVM setting used Crammer

and Singer’s formulation [6] for multi-class SVM

classification, a radial basis kernel function (K(xi,

xj) = e� gjxi – xjj2, c= 0.1)1, and C with a value of

1000. This setting achieved a relatively better perfor-

mance on the credit rating data set.



Table 2

Ratings in the two data sets

TW data US data

twAAA 8 AA 20

twAA 11 A 181

twA 31 BBB 56

twBBB 23 BB 7

twBB 1 B 1

Total 74 Total 265
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6. Data sets

For the purpose of this study, we prepared two

bond-rating data sets from the United States and

Taiwan markets.

6.1. Taiwan data set

Corporate credit rating has a relatively short history

in Taiwan. Taiwan Ratings Corporation (TRC) is the

first credit rating service organization in Taiwan and is

currently partnering with Standard and Poor’s. Estab-

lished in 1997, the TRC started rating companies in

February 1998. It has a couple of hundred rating

results so far, over half of which are credit ratings

of financial institutes. We obtained the rating infor-

mation from TRC and limited our target to financial

organizations because of the data availability.

Companies requesting for credit ratings are re-

quired to provide their last five annual reports and

financial statements of the last three quarter at the

beginning of the rating process. Usually, it takes 3 to 6

months for the rating process, depending on the

scheduling of required conferences with the high-level

management.

We obtained fundamental financial variables from

Securities and Futures Institute (SFI). Publicly traded

companies report their quarterly financial statements

and financial ratios to the SFI quarterly. Although the

SFI has 36 financial ratios in its database, not every

company reported all 36 financial ratios, and some

ratios are not used by most industries. We needed to

match the financial data from SFI with the rating

information from TRC. To keep more data points, we

decided to use financial variables two quarters before

the rating release date as the basis for rating predic-

tion. It is reasonable to assume that the most recent

financial information contributes most to the bond-

rating results. We obtained the releasing date of the

ratings and the company’s fiscal year information, and

used the financial variables two quarters prior to the

rating release to form a case in our data set. After

matching and filtering data with missing values, we

obtained a data set of 74 cases with bank credit rating

and 21 financial variables, which covered 25 financial

institutes from 1998 to 2002. Five rating categories

appeared in our data set, including twAAA, twAA,

twA, twBBB and twBB.
6.2. United States data set

We prepared a comparable US corporate rating data

set to the Taiwan data set from Standard and Poor’s

Compustat data set. We obtained comparable financial

variables with those in the Taiwan data set, and the S

and P senior debt rating for all the commercial banks

(DNUM 6021). The data set covered financial varia-

bles and ratings from 1991 to 2000. Since the rating

release date was not available, financial variables of

the first quarter were used to match with the rating

results. After filtering data with missing values, we

obtained 265 cases of 10-year data for 36 commercial

banks. Five rating categories appeared in our data set,

including AA, A, BBB, BB and B. The distributions of

the credit rating categories of the two data sets are

presented in Table 2.

6.3. Variable selection

The financial variables we obtained in the Taiwan

data set are listed in Table 3. These variables include

the financial ratios that were available in the SFI

database and two balance measures frequently used in

bond-rating prediction literature, total assets and total

liabilities. The first seven variables are frequently

used financial variables in prior bond-rating predic-

tion studies. Some other financial ratios are not

commonly used in US; therefore, short descriptions

are provided.

We ran ANOVA on the Taiwan data set to test

whether the differences between different rating clas-

ses were significant in each financial variable. If the

difference was not significant (high p-value), the

financial variable was considered not informative with

regard to the bond-rating decision. Table 3 shows p-

values of each variable, which provides information



Table 3

Financial ratios used in the data set

Financial ratio

name/description

ANOVA

between-group

p-value

X1 Total assets 0.00

X2 Total liabilities 0.00

X3 Long-term debts/total

invested capital

0.12

X4 Debt ratio 0.00

X5 Current ratio 0.36

X6 Times interest earned

(EBIT/interest)

0.00

X7 Operating profit margin 0.00

X8 (Shareholders’ equity +

long-term debt)/fixed assets

0.00

X9 Quick ratio 0.37

X10 Return on total assets 0.01

X11 Return on equity 0.04

X12 Operating income/received capitals 0.00

X13 Net income before tax/received capitals 0.00

X14 Net profit margin 0.00

X15 Earnings per share 0.00

X16 Gross profit margin 0.02

X17 Non-operating income/sales 0.81

X18 Net income before tax/sales 0.00

X19 Cash flow from operating

activities/current liabilities

0.84

X20 (Cash flow from operating

activities/(capital expenditures +

increased in inventory +

cash dividends)) in last 5 years

0.64

X21 (Cash flow from operating

activities-cash dividends)/

(fixed assets + other assets +

working capitals)

0.08

Table 4

Prediction accuracies (LogR: logistic regression model, SVM:

support vector machines, NN: neural networks)

10-fold Leave-one-out
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about whether or not the difference is significant. We

eliminated five ratios in our data set that had relatively

high p-values (X5, X9, X17, X19 and X20). Thus, we

kept 14 ratios and two balance measures in our final

Taiwan data set. For better comparison of the two

markets, we tried to use similar variables in the US

market. Two ratios were not available in US data set

(X6 and X21). Therefore, the US data set contained

12 available ratios and two balance measures2.
2 To make sure that no valuable information was lost due to the

variable selection process, we also experimented with different

prediction models on the original data sets. The prediction

accuracies of the SVM and NN models deteriorated when the

variables with high p-values were added.
7. Experiment results and analysis

Based on the two data sets, we prepared for the two

markets, we constructed four models for an initial

experiment. For each market, we constructed a simple

model with commonly used financial variables and a

complex model with all available financial variables.

The models we constructed are the following. TW I:

Rating = f(X1, X2, X3, X4, X6, X7), TW II: Rat-

ing = f(X1, X2, X3, X4, X6, X7, X8, X10, X11, X12,

X13, X14, X15, X16, X18, X21), US I: Rating = f(X1,

X2, X3, X4, X7), and US II: Rating = f(X1, X2, X3,

X4, X7, X8, X10, X11, X12, X13, X14, X15, X16,

X17).

7.1. Prediction accuracy analysis

For each of the four models, we used backpropaga-

tion neural network and support vector machines to

predict the bond ratings. To evaluate the prediction

performance, we followed the 10-fold cross-validation

procedure, which has shown good performance in

model selection [46]. Because some credit rating clas-

ses had a very small number of data points for both the

US and Taiwan datasets, we also conducted the leave-

one-out cross-validation procedure to access the pre-

diction performances. When performing the cross-

validation procedures for the neural networks, 10% of

the data was used as a validation set. Table 4 summa-

rizes the prediction accuracies of the four models using

both cross-validation procedures. For comparison pur-

poses, the prediction accuracies of a regression model

that achieved relatively good performance in the liter-

ature, the logistic regression model, are also reported in

Table 4. The following observations are summarized:

support vector machines achieved the best performance
Cross-validation Cross-validation

LogR

(%)

SVM

(%)

NN

(%)

LogR

(%)

SVM

(%)

NN

(%)

TW I 72.97 79.73 75.68 75.68 79.73 74.32

TW II 70.27 77.03 75.68 70.27 75.68 74.32

US I 76.98 78.87 80.00 75.09 80.38 80.75

US II 75.47 80.00 79.25 75.47 80.00 75.68
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in three of the four models that we tested; support

vector machines and neural networks model outper-

formed the logistic regression model consistently; the

10-fold and leave-one-out cross-validation procedures

obtained comparable prediction accuracies.

Many previous studies using backpropagation neu-

ral networks have provided analysis of prediction

errors in the number of rating categories. We also

prepared Table 5 to show the ability of the back-

propagation neural network to get predictions within

one class away from actual rating. We can conclude

that the probabilities for the predictions to be within

one class away from the actual rating were over 90%

for all four models.

We can draw several conclusions from the exper-

iment results obtained. First, our results conform to

prior research results indicating that analytical models

based on publicly available financial information built

by machine learning algorithms could provide accu-

rate predictions. Although the rating agencies and

many institutional writers emphasize the importance

of subjective judgment of the analyst in determining

the ratings, it appeared that a relatively small list of

financial variables largely determined the rating

results. This phenomenon appears consistently in

different financial markets. In our study, we obtained

the highest prediction accuracies of 79.73% for Tai-

wan data set and 80.75% for the United States data
Table 5

Within-1-class accuracy results

Acutal rating Predicted rating A

twAAA twAA twA twBBB twBB

twAAA 7 0 1 0 0 t

twAA 0 10 1 0 0 t

twA 4 1 23 3 0 t

twBBB 1 0 6 16 0 t

twBB 0 0 0 1 0 t

TW I: within-1-class accuracy: 91.89% T

Acutal rating Predicted rating A

AA A BBB BB B

AA 0 20 0 0 0 A

A 0 178 3 0 0 A

BBB 0 23 33 0 0 B

BB 0 2 5 0 0 B

B 0 0 1 0 0 B

US I: within-1-class accuracy: 97.74% U
set. Second, support vector machines slightly im-

proved the credit rating prediction accuracies. Third,

the results also showed that models using the small set

of financial variables that have been frequently used

in the literature achieved comparable and in some

cases, even better results than models using a larger

set of financial variables. This validated that the set of

financial variables identified in previous studies cap-

tured the most relevant information for the credit

rating decision.

7.2. Variable contribution analysis

Another focus of this study was on the interpret-

ability of machine learning based models. By exam-

ining the input variables and accuracies of the

models, we could provide useful information about

the bond-rating process. For example, in our study,

we could conclude that bond raters largely rely on a

small list of financial variables to make rating

decisions. However, it is generally difficult to inter-

pret the relative importance of the variables in the

models for either support vector machines or neural

networks. In fact, this limitation has been a frequent

complaint about neural networks in the literature

[41,50]. In the case of bond-rating prediction, neural

networks have been shown in many studies to have

excellent accuracy performance, but little effort has
cutal rating Predicted rating

twAAA twAA twA twBBB twBB

wAAA 5 0 2 1 0

wAA 0 9 2 0 0

wA 2 4 22 2 0

wBBB 0 0 5 17 1

wBB 0 0 0 1 0

W II: within-1-class accuracy: 93.24%

cutal rating Predicted rating

AA A BBB BB B

A 6 13 1 0 0

2 165 12 2 0

BB 0 16 37 2 1

B 0 0 0 2 3

0 0 0 4 1

S II: within-1-class accuracy: 98.44%
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been made in prior studies to try to explain the

results. In this study, we tried to extend previous

research by applying results from recent research in

neural network model interpretation, and to try to

find out the relative importance of selected financial

variables to the bond-rating problem.

Before further analysis on the neural network

model, we optimized the backpropagation models

for both Taiwan and United States markets by select-

ing optimal sets of input financial variables following

a procedure similar to that of step-wise regression. We

started from the simple model, we constructed (US I

and TW I), and then tried to remove each financial

variable in the model and to add each remaining

financial variable one at a time. During this process,

we modified the model if any prediction accuracy

improvement was observed. We iterated the process

with the modified model until no improvement was

observed. The optimal neural network models we

obtained for the two markets were TW III: Rat-

ing = f(X1, X2, X3, X4, X6, X7, X8) and US III:

Rating = f(X1, X2, X3, X4, X7, X11). We obtained the

highest 10-fold cross-validation prediction accuracy

from these two models, 77.52% and 81.32%, respec-

tively. The following model interpretation analysis

will be based on these two fine-tuned models.

Many researchers have attempted to identify the

contribution of the input variables in neural network

models. This information can be used to construct the

optimal neural network model or to provide better

understanding of the models [11]. These methods

mainly extract information from the connection

strengths (inter-layer weights) of the neural network

model to interpret the model. Several studies have

tried to analyze the first order derivatives of the neural

network with respect to the network parameters (in-

cluding input units, hidden units and weights). For

example, Garson [16] developed measures of relative

importance or relative strength [51] of inputs to the

network. Other researchers used the connection

strengths to extract symbolic rules [40] in order to

provide interpretation capability similar to that of

decision tree algorithms.

In this study, we were interested in using Garson’s

contribution measures to evaluate the relative impor-

tance of the input variables in the bond-rating neural

network models. Both of these two measures are based

on a typical three-layer backpropagation neural net-
work. We use the following notations to describe the

two measures. Consider a neural network with I input

units, J hidden units, and K output units. The connec-

tion strengths between input, hidden and output layers

are denoted as wji and vjk, where i= 1, . . . I, j = 1, . . ., J
and k = 1, . . . K. Garson’s measure of relative contri-

bution of input i on output k is defined as Eq. (5) and

Yoon et al.’s measure is defined as Eq. (6).

Conik ¼

XJ

j¼1

AwjiNvjkA
XI

i¼1

AwjiA

XI

i¼1

XJ

j¼1

AwjiNvjkA
XI

i¼1

AwjiA

ð5Þ

Conik ¼

XJ

j¼1

wjivjk

XI

i¼1

XJ

j¼1

wjivjk

�����

�����

ð6Þ

Garson’s method places more emphasis on the

connection strengths from the hidden layer to the

output layer, but it does not measure the direction of

the influence. The two methods both measure the

relative contribution of each input variable to each

of the output units. The number of output nodes in our

neural network architecture was the number of bond-

rating classes. Thus, the contribution measures de-

scribed above will evaluate the contribution of each

input variables to each of the bond-rating classes. This

brought some problems to interpret Yoon’s contribu-

tion measures. The direction of the influence of an

input financial variable may be different across bond-

rating classes. With relatively large number of bond-

rating classes, the results we obtained were too

complicated to permit interpreting the contribution

measures and did not improve understanding of the

bond-rating process. On the other hand, the contribu-

tion analysis results from Garson’s method showed

that input variables made similar contributions to

different bond-rating classes, which allowed us to

understand the relative importance of different input

financial variables in our neural network models. We

summarize the results we obtained using Garson’s

method in Fig. 1.



Fig. 1. Financial variable contribution based on Garson’s measure.
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7.3. Cross-market analysis

Using Garson’s contribution measure, we can as-

sess the relative importance of each input financial

variable to the bond-rating process in different mar-

kets. Since the neural network models we constructed

for the Taiwan and the United States markets both

achieved prediction accuracy close to 80%, we believe

that information about variable importance extracted

from the models also to a large extent captures the

bond raters’ behavior.

As showed in Fig. 1, although the optimal neural

network models for Taiwan and US data sets used a

similar list of input financial variables (five financial

variables including X1, X2, X3, X4 and X7 were

selected by both models), the relative importance of

different financial variables was quite different in the

two models. For the US model, X1, X2, X3, and X7

were more important, while X4 and X11 were rela-

tively less important. For the Taiwan market, X4, X7,

X8 were more important while X1, X2, X3 and X6

were relatively less important.

The important financial variables in the US model

were total assets, total liabilities, long-term debts/total
invested capital and operating profit margin, while

debt ratio, operating profit margin, and (shareholders’

equity + long-term debt)/fixed assets were more im-

portant in the Taiwan model. The total assets (X1) and

total liabilities (X2) were the most important variables

in the US data set, which indicated that US bond raters

rely more on the size of the target company in giving

ratings. The most important variable for the Taiwan

data set was the operating profit margin (X7), which

indicated that Taiwan raters focus more on the com-

panies’ profitability when making rating decisions.

A closer study of the characteristics of the data set

provided a partial explanation of some of the contri-

butions of the variables in different models. From our

experimental data set, the operating profit margin for

each rating group in the US data set, except for the B

rating group, averaged between 30% and 35%, but the

average operating profit margin ranged from 3.6% in

BBB group to 40% in AAA group in the Taiwan data

set. Thus, operating profit margin in the Taiwan data

set provided more information to the credit ratings

model than it did to the US model. A similar phe-

nomenon was observed for debt ratio (X4). Debt ratio

measures how a company is leveraging its debt

against the capital committed by its owners. Based

on contemporary financial theory, companies are

encouraged to operate at leverage in order to grow

rapidly. Most US companies do operate at high

leverage. However, similar to most Asian countries,

most of Taiwan’s companies are more conservative

and choose not to operate at very high leverage. While

comparing the two data sets, we found that every

rating group in the US data set had average debt ratio

over 90%; no rating group in the Taiwan data set had

average debt ratio higher than 90%. For example, the

AAA group in Taiwan data set had average debt ratio

of 37%, which was much lower than the debt ratios of

most US companies. This information confirmed our

variable contribution analysis, where the debt ratio

was assigned as having the least contribution in the

US model while it was one of the more important

variables in the Taiwan data set.

In summary, we extended prior research by adopt-

ing relative importance measures of to interpret rela-

tive importance of input variables in bond-rating

neural network models. The results we obtained

showed quite different characteristics of bond-rating

processes in Taiwan and the United States. We tried to
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provide some explanations of the contribution analy-

sis results by examining the data distribution charac-

teristics in different data sets. However, expert

judgment and field study are needed to further ratio-

nalize and evaluate the relative importance informa-

tion extracted from the neural network models.
8. Discussion and future directions

In this study, we applied a newly introduced learn-

ing method based on statistical learning theory, support

vector machines, together with a frequently used high-

performance method, backpropagation neural net-

works, to the problem of credit rating prediction. We

used two data sets for Taiwan financial institutes and

United States commercial banks as our experiment

testbed. The results showed that support vector

machines achieved accuracy comparable to that of

backpropagation neural networks. Applying the results

from research in neural network model interpretation,

we conducted input financial variable contribution

analysis and determined the relative importance of

the input variables. We believe this information can

help users understand the bond-rating process better.

We also used the contribution analysis results to

compare the characteristics of bond-rating processes

in the United States and Taiwan markets. We found

that the optimal models we built for the two markets

used similar lists of financial variables as inputs but

found the relative importance of the variables was

quite different across the two markets.

One future direction of the research would be to

conduct a field study or a survey study to compare the

interpretation of the bond-rating process we have

obtained from our models with bond-rating experts’

knowledge. Deeper market structure analysis is also

needed to fully explain the differences we found in

our models.
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